ABSTRACT This paper presents a novel thermal-to-visible face alignment method based on edge map. The alignment procedure is inspired by iterative closest points matching. However, iterative closest point (ICP) sometimes converges to the local minimum for edge face alignment. In this paper, pointwise distance, which refers to the linear combination of positional and edge local pattern, is proposed as it gives good initial estimation of the closest points matching in iteration. Another problem is that numerous spurious corresponding points will occur in the closest pairs. Therefore, the selection criteria for partial closest pairs are designed, according to magnitude and orientation of the displacement, to remove the spurious corresponding points caused by edge faces. The alignment performance is evaluated by the bias of facial fiducial points and heterogeneous face recognition. The experimental results, including intra-class and interclass, are demonstrated to compare partial closest points with local pattern with ICP, manual labeling, and Gaussian fields criterion. The alignment effect of variable expressions and illumination is also tested. Besides, the wearing glasses problem is well solved by glasses replacement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Heterogeneous face recognition (HFR) has become an area of growing interest in biometrics. It matches two face images from different imaging modalities, such as infrared image to photograph [1] - [4] , 3D face to photograph [5] , [6] , or sketch image to photograph [7] , [8] . HFR offers potential solutions to many face recognition scenarios. For example, a subject's face can be acquired only under near infrared (NIR) or thermal infrared (TIR) spectrum in the night. Visible light (VIS) face recognition system is facing attacks from disguised faces, valid user's photograph and video. Thermal infrared imagery can be used to reject disguised faces [9] and indicate liveness signals [10] . Another example is that the image of suspects face is unavailable. In this case a forensic sketch, drawn by a police artist, is likely to be the only available source of the suspect's face [8] .
Face alignment is an important sub-problem in face recognition literature [11] . In visible light images, faces are usually aligned by eye centers, which can not be located accurately in infrared images [12] . The goal of this paper is to develop an automatic heterogeneous face alignment method that does not depend on eye center localization, which is difficult especially for thermal infrared faces.
A. THE ALIGNMENT IN HFR
We note that the term alignment has a special meaning in the face recognition community, where it is generally used to refer to localization of specific facial features. Here, we use the term alignment to refer to the act of registering two faces in different modalities for heterogeneous face recognition, not to localizing the specific facial features.
The alignment in heterogeneous face recognition is based mostly on eye locations [1] , [2] , [4] - [8] , [13] . Heterogeneous face images are geometrically normalized by estimated eye centers. It is the same as the alignment method mostly used in visible light face recognition. Automatic eye localization methods in near IR and sketch face images are quite similar to those of visible spectrum. Li et al. [14] detected eye position using cascaded classifier trained by eye samples. Klare et al. [8] used Cognitec's FaceVACS, a commercial visible light face recognition SDK, to estimate eye center in sketch images automatically. Labeling eye position in thermal infrared face is always done manually [15] , [16] or by using eye positions in visible light face taken by co-register camera simultaneously with thermal infrared face image [17] , [18] . Eye coordinates in 3D range image are labeled manually and used to align 3D with 2D faces in 3D-2D heterogeneous face recognition [5] , [6] .
B. RELATED WORK
One straight way to align thermal infrared face with visible light face is to label eye center automatically in thermal infrared face. Many eye center localization methods were proposed, such as those based on classifier [19] , pupil features [20] , [21] and statistical appearance models [22] . Eye classifiers, e.g., Adaboost or SVM, are trained by eye samples and need features that are discriminative from those of noneye samples. Pupil features, e.g., projection functions [20] and isophote curvature [21] , require pupil imaging. Statistical appearance model is closely related to subspace learning and the searching scheme is based on local texture matching. The surface of ocular including cornea and iris does not have distinct patterns in thermal infrared imagery because temperature change in the ocular surface is about 0.45 • C [23] while noise equivalent differential temperature (NEDT), the temperature sensitivity of an IR camera, is about 0.05 − 0.1 • C. The registration error seems to be greater for thermal than visible spectrum images [24] . Ghiass et al. [25] extracted anatomic features in the form of a subcutaneous vascular network and firstly explored the use of AAM on thermal IR images to achieve perfect recognition rate. They also proposed a Dual Dimension AAM Ensemble to deal with pose and expression variations [26] .
Another way is to align heterogeneous faces by multisensor registration. The registration methods are, in general, of two kinds: area-based and feature-based [27] . The areabased registration criteria, e.g., cross-correlation, correlation ratio and mutual information, generally assume statistical correlation between different modality images because these images are taken from the same object. However, such correlation might become weak in the case of different individuals' heterogeneous face images. Feature-based approaches always use edge-related features to highlight the common structures in visible and IR images. Kim et al. [28] generated 3-D joint histogram, which was based on intensity values and edge orientation angles. Entropy-based function was designed as matching objective. Sutour et al. [29] considered the magnitude and the orientation of the edges to register visible and NIR images. The above cited methods were applied to registration of satellite imagery, airport runways and buildings. The problem of multimodal image registration was also well studied in biomedical image analysis. Tsai et al. [30] explored the edge information by generating the Lowe keypoints.
In multimodal face recognition [31] , Kong et al. [32] registered visible and thermal IR faces on point-sets by Gaussian fields criterion. The registration result is to maximize the number of overlapping points between the two binary images. Singh et al. [33] applied mutual information to register multispectral face images. These two methods were applied in the fusion of visible and infrared face images to improve recognition performance. The challenge of heterogeneous face alignment is that it needs to align multimodal images of two different individuals additionally whereas multimodal registration works on the inter-modality of the same individual only. The influence of inaccurate registration in fusion problem is not severe [34] , whereas that of misalignment in face recognition might very high [35] .
Recently there is a new trend of fully unsupervised face alignment techniques, which register entire faces directly and without manual labeling. Huang et al. [36] aligned a stack of faces by congealing, which employed entropy of the distribution field and an affine transformation to reduce the entropy. Later, Cox et al. [37] extended this approach by introducing a sum-of-squared error cost function. Congealing for alignment assumes that images have similar appearances, and that the imaging mechanism should be the same. Zhu et al. [38] used nonrigid triangulated face template to register input face. This needs eye corners detection to work automatically.
In this paper, we present a novel cross-modality face alignment method for thermal infrared and visible light faces. The alignment is based on edge images. Edge local pattern descriptors are embedded in closest point correspondence to make the alignment faster and more accurate. The selection criteria for partial closest pairs are also designed to remove the ill point pairs caused by edge faces.
II. OUR APPROACH A. FRAMEWORK
The goal of this study is to accurately match the key parts of visible light face and thermal infrared face, e.g., eye, nose and mouth. First, visible light face is located by the face detector provided by OpenCV 2.0. The square face region is narrowed by 25% and cut out as aligned model to reduce the influence of hair and face contour. Then edge images are generated by Canny edge detector. Partial closest points with local pattern (PCPLP) alignment algorithm is proposed to align VIS and TIR faces. Fig. 1 gives the framework of our approach.
This point-set based alignment algorithm is inspired by the popular method known as iterative closest points (ICP) [39] . It is an iterative descent algorithm and requires a good initial estimation to converge on the global minimum. However, this condition is not always satisfied in multispectral heterogeneous face alignment. TIR/VIS faces will be badly registered by ICP, which converges to the local minimum, when the initial state is poor. Fig. 2 shows the comparison of two ICP iterative procedures, which starting from different initial positions. Fig. 2(a) shows visible light and thermal IR faces. Blue line represents the edges of thermal IR face and red line of visible light face. Fig. 2(b) shows the iterative procedure at N=(0, 10, 20, 40) . The initial location of the faces is the same as that shown in Fig. 2(a) and it converges on the local minimum. In Fig. 2(c) , the initial position of visible light face is moved 15 pixels to the right and the bottom respectively. The alignment result of Fig. 2(c) is much better than that of Fig. 2(b) at N=40. The reason is that ICP algorithm always converges monotonically to a local minimum [40] as shown in Fig. 2(b) , and it is applicable when we have a good starting position in advance [41] as shown in Fig. 2(c) . To overcome the above problems, edge local pattern are embedded in closest point correspondence, which will be discussed in the following section.
B. POINT CORRESPONDENCE WITH EDGE LOCAL PATTERNS
In general ICP, point correspondence is formed by the closest positional distance. To obtain a good initial estimation in alignment iteration, local feature is also considered to match points besides positional distance, as it may provide additional information to improve the correspondence search. Let M = { m i } and D = d j be two point sets of cut-out VIS edge face and TIR edge face respectively. ( x) denotes the local feature on point x. The distance between points m i and d j is weighted linear combination of positional and local pattern feature distances, where x − y is Euclidean distance between x and y, w 1 and w 2 are weight parameters. Each component of the positional and feature vectors is divided by its standard deviation to obtain the difference between the two vectors on the same scale.
The reason why local pattern descriptor is introduced rather than line shape descriptor is that: Firstly, the shape of lines in visible edge face is different from that in thermal edge face, and there are no sure pairs of well corresponding lines between two edge faces as shown in Fig. 4 , 7 and 8. Secondly, there are some noisy lines in edge faces. Local binary pattern (LBP) is simple yet efficient to describe local texture. So the idea of LBP descriptor proposed in [42] is adapted to define local pattern in edge binary images. In formal fashion, 3 × 3 neighborhood is thresholded by the value of the center pixel ( Fig. 3(a) ). The LBP value is defined as the sum of neighboring thresholded pixels multiplied by the binomial weight mask (Fig. 3(b) ). In binary images, edge local pattern value (ELP) value is directly defined by the binary values in a 3 × 3 neighborhood multiplied by the binomial weight mask ( Fig. 3(b) ). It describes the spatial structure according to the organization of the edge pixels in a neighborhood. To keep the properties of rotation invariant, ELP value is assigned a unique identifier for all rotation angles, which is similar to LBP ri [42] . It is helpful to simplify the solution discussed in Section III. Finally, local pattern feature ( x) is the occurrence histogram of ELP values computed over a patch, which center is point x. give the closest points correspondence. The correspondence points of VIS face in (a) are limited to the nearest position. The points of VIS eyes and nose do not get proper match in the TIR edge face. Combined with local binary feature, the proper matching points of left eye, nose and mouth are obtained in (b). The single ELP feature distance which finds the closest points without position restriction will cause much noise, as shown in (c).
C. PARTIAL CLOSEST POINT FILTERING FOR TRANSFORMATION
Transformation to minimize mean square error, in general ICP, is always done on all points. However, numerous spurious pairs do occur in the edge face alignment. Pajdla and Van Gool [43] rejected wrong pairs based on Ïţ-reciprocal correspondence. Rusinkiewicz and Levoy [44] eliminated outlier by some rejection strategies, e.g. the worst n% of pairs or larger than 2.5 times the standard deviation. Chetverikov et al. [45] sorted the distances and selected the N least values.
The displacement magnitude ρ and orientation θ between the point A in VIS face and its closet point B in TIR face, are defined: In [43] - [45] , the metric in 3D is root-mean square pointto-point distance, i.e. magnitude shown in Eq. (2). However, based on the corresponding points created by the closest ELP weighted distance, the N least values of magnitude (red bar in magnitude of Fig. 5(a) ) do not always include the magnitude value for correct transformation (yellow bar in magnitude of Fig. 5(a) ), so sorting [45] and the worst n% of pairs elimination [44] would have negative effect on the correct transformation solution. But the maximum neighboring bins of orientation (red bars in orientation of Fig. 5(a)(b)(c) ) always include the orientation value for the correct transformation (yellow bars in orientation of Fig. 5(a)(b)(c) ). The orientation metric is more important than magnitude at the beginning of the iteration. Therefore, the principal orientation is introduced for filtering spurious pairs in order to make the iteration faster and more robust.
At the beginning of the alignment, the direction of rotation is important. But many closest pairs do not indicate the proper direction. For example, about 28% of the closest pairs, which are around yellow bar shown in the orientation histogram of Fig. 5(a) , are positive to the correct transformation. Therefore, partial closest pairs are selected by a criterion, which requires that the orientation is within ±45 • range of principal orientation and the magnitude is less than 1.5 times of principal magnitude, before transformation.
Near the convergence end, the two faces are close and the orientation histogram becomes flatter, as shown in the orientation histogram of Fig. 5(c) . The orientation criterion will remove many proper closest points; therefore, it is not needed while VIS/TIR faces are closely aligned. In other words, the orientation criterion is not used when principal magnitude is less than a particular number, e.g., 1/6 of the face size.
III. THE PROPOSED ALIGNMENT ALGORITHM
Partial closest points with local pattern (PCPLP) algorithm is proposed to align edge faces, as shown in Fig. 1 . PCPLP algorithm is an iterative procedure similar to ICP. To overcome the convergence problem of ICP and make the alignment more stable and faster, point correspondence with local patterns (in section II-B) and partial closest point filtering (in section II-C) are introduced in PCPLP algorithm.
At each iteration step in ICP, rigid transformation parameters (rotation and translation) are estimated to minimize mean squared error between two point sets [39] . Scaling parameter should be also considered in our edge face alignment. T x is defined as a similarity transformation on point x,
where k is a scale, R = cos 
The latter part of Eq. (4), which is the sum of local feature differences, is constant to transform T while local feature is scale and rotation invariant. Therefore, the minimization of error is equal to the minimization of ,
It is easy to get minimum when
by ∂ ∂t , wherex is centroid of {x i }. Rotation matrix R can be solved by singular value decomposition (SVD) [46] 
, where
where U , V are orthogonal matrices and is diagonal matrix. It can be proved that to minimize Eq. (5) the rotation matrix should be [46] ,
Then the unknown scale k can be solved by following minimization problem,
which can be solved by ∂ ∂k . We get
Finally, the full PCPLP algorithm is listed in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 PCPLP Alignment Algorithm
Input: The point set of cut-out VIS edge face M = { m i }, the point set of TIR edge face D = d i , threshold τ . Output: Scale k, rotation matrix R, translation vector t. 
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. DATABASE AND SETTINGS
To evaluate performance of the proposed approach, we use two public thermal/visible face databases: 1) IRIS Thermal/ Visible Face Database [47] , 2) CVRL-X1 facial database [48] . 
1) IRIS THERMAL/VISIBLE FACE DATABASE
There are 30 individuals under variable expressions and illumination in IRIS database. Each kind of expression or illumination has 60 frontal face images, among which 30 are of visible images and 30 of thermal infrared images. The detail description is as follows,
• Expression: ex0, ex1, ex2, ex3 -Neutral, Surprised, Angry and Laughing.
• Illumination with neutral expression: Lon (left light on), Ron (right light on), 2on (both lights on), and Off (left and right lights off). To evaluate the performance of heterogeneous face alignment, three subsets of IRIS database, shown in Table 1 , are established. Dataset IRIS-I is neutral expression to test the performance of intra-class and inter-class face alignment. Dataset IRIS-II includes neutral expression of VIS versus variable expressions (ex1, ex2, ex3) of TIR and neutral expression of TIR versus variable expressions (ex1, ex2, ex3) of VIS to test the effect of variable expressions. Dataset IRIS-III is TIR versus variable illumination (Lon, Ron, 2on) of VIS to test the effect of variable illumination.
2) CVRL-X1 FACIAL DATABASE
There are 2292 visible and thermal infrared frontal face image pairs from 82 individuals in CVRL-X1 database. This database was collected in time-lapse scenario through 10 acquisition sessions. The coordinates of eye, nose tip and mouth center in visible images are provided by the database. We use this database to test the performance of intra-class and inter-class face alignment and compare heterogeneous face recognition performance among different alignment methods.
3) CANNY DETECTOR SETTINGS
In Canny detector, Gaussian filter parameter σ is set to 1 in order to cause less blurring on IR face images. The edge performance in different combination of low and high thresholds, [L H], is shown in Fig. 6 . IR edge face is more sensitive to high threshold because of low quality. Lower value of low threshold in VIS edge face causes more noise. Therefore, in our experiment, [L=0. 
B. ALIGNMENT ACCURACY MEASUREMENT
To evaluate the accuracy of the proposed algorithm, a quantitative alignment measurement, which is the bias of corresponding facial fiducial points between two heterogeneous faces after alignment, is introduced in this paper. The coordinates of facial fiducial points, e.g., eye center, nose tip and mouth center are manually labeled, except for VIS faces in CVRL-X1. Let v and n be the coordinates of a fiducial point in VIS and TIR face respectively. After PCPLP alignment, scale k, rotation matrix R and translation t are calculated. n is the transformed coordinate of v,
Bias B is the distance between the transformed coordinate n and the corresponding fiducial point coordinate n in TIR face,
and it is normalized by face size of 2d × 2d according to the size of 100 × 100 pixels, B × 100 2d (13) where d is the distance between left and right eyes. For eye-localization based alignment, the coordinates of eye center in thermal infrared images are given by manual labeling. Faces are geometrically normalized by putting eye centers at the same coordinates for VIS and TIR faces. A multi-modality registration method [32] , [49] is also compared with PCPLP. It registered visible and thermal IR faces on point-sets by Gaussian fields criterion, which is sum of Gaussian distances between all pairs of model and data points. In order to reduce the computational complexity of Gaussian mixture evaluation in Gaussian fields criterion, Improved Fast Gauss Transform (IFGT) [50] is employed. Bandwidth of the Gaussian kernel σ is set to 0.05 in the experiment because smaller σ comes with a better registration result [51] . Tables 2 and 3 show the average bias of eyes, nose tip and mouth center after the alignment of Gaussian fields criterion, ICP, PCPLP using moment invariants (PCPLP-Moment), PCPLP using ELP (PCPLP-ELP) and manual eye-localization in IRIS-I and CVRL-X1 respectively. Intra-class alignment is tested on the VIS/TIR face pairs of the same individuals (30 pairs in IRIS-I and The ICP result is the worst because of the poor alignments caused by local minimum convergence. The result of PCPLP-ELP is close to that of manual labeling.
Figs. 7 and 8 show some intra-class and inter-class alignment results by PCPLP-ELP, eye localization and Gaussian fields criterion. The third, fourth, fifth columns are the results of PCPLP-ELP, manual eye-localization and Gaussian fields criterion respectively.
The percentage of closest points which are selected for transformation and the average bias between VIS and TIR eye centers during PCPLP-ELP iterations are shown in Fig. 9 . After 6 iterations, on the average, 92% closest points are selected and the algorithm converges.
All experiments are tested on Intel Pentium Dual Core 3.0GHz, 2GB RAM. The number of points in cropped visible light edge faces is about 400-600 and that in thermal infrared edge faces is about 2000-3000. Closest points searching is accelerated by k-d tree [53] . The number of VIS/TIR face alignment processed in one second, by PCPLP-ELP, PCPLP-Moment, ICP and Gaussian fields criterion, is shown in Table 4 . Although iteration number of PCPLP-ELP (6 averagely) is less than that of ICP (15 averagely) when the alignment converges, PCPLP does slower than ICP because more time is required to calculate feature descriptors.
C. VARIABLE EXPRESSIONS AND ILLUMINATION
IRIS-II has three facial expressions: surprised, angry and laughing. Neutral expression is used as gallery set and three variable facial expressions of the same individual as the probe set. Both VIS of gallery set versus TIR of probe set and TIR of gallery set versus VIS of probe set are tested, which involve 30 × 2 face image pairs in one expression test. The comparisons of four expressions using PCPLP-ELP are shown in Fig. 10 . The surprised and laughing expressions are worse than other two expressions, and the surprised expression is the worst because the mouth is open more widely than in laughing expression. Fig. 11 shows an alignment example of different expressions using PCPLP-ELP. The C value is the average bias of left eye, right eye, nose tip and mouth center.
IRIS-III has three kinds of illumination: Lon, Ron and 2on. To test the effect of illumination, TIR faces versus VIS faces under different light conditions are aligned. 30 face pairs are involved in each type of illumination. The results of testing by PCPLP-ELP are shown in Fig. 12 . We can see that Lon, Ron and 2on conditions are worse than those of Off in PCPLP and the performance of 2on condition is better than those of Lon and of Ron. In other words, asymmetric light conditions lower the alignment performance of PCPLP. Fig. 13 shows an alignment example under different illumination conditions using PCPLP-ELP.
D. HETEROGENEOUS FACE RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE
Well-aligned faces will present better performance of face recognition [38] , [54] . So we test the performance of heterogeneous face recognition on different alignment methods VOLUME 5, 2017 to evaluate the effect of alignment on face recognition. Heterogeneous face recognition is an emerging topic in recent years [4] , [16] , [55] , [56] . The design of visible-to-thermal face recognition in our experiment is discussed as follows regarding preprocessing, feature extraction, and subspace learning.
In preprocessing step, all faces should be geometrically normalized for training. In this experiment, the image is rotated around the center of two eyes to make the line between the eyes horizontal and is scaled so that the distance between the two eyes is 32 pixels. Then the face, in which left eye center is at the coordinate (16, 16) , is cropped to the size of 64 × 64 pixels. The eyes' coordinates of VIS faces are given by CVRL-X1. In manual eye-localization alignment, the eyes' coordinates of TIR faces are manually labeled whereas in automatic alignment methods, e.g., PCPLP and Gaussian fields criterion, they are computed by Eq. (11) from the eyes' coordinates of VIS face. DoG (difference of Gaussian) filter, obtained by subtracting a Gaussian filter of width σ 0 from a Gaussian filter of width σ 1 , is also used to normalize illumination [57] . In this experiment, σ 0 = 1.0 and σ 1 = 2.0.
Local feature extraction is effectively used in face recognition. In heterogeneous face recognition, LBP an SIFT descriptors are used to represent face image [4] , [13] , [16] , [58] . In our experiment, one face image is divided into patches of size 8 × 8. There are a total of 64 patches in face size 64 × 64. With a 2 × 2 array of histograms and 8 orientation bins, SIFT descriptor yields 32-dimensional feature descriptor [59] in one patch. Uniform pattern LBP u2 8,1 , which yields 59-dimensional [42] feature descriptor in one patch, is also used. The face feature vector X is the concatenation of the feature descriptor on all patches.
The difficulty of subspace learning in heterogeneous face recognition is the big difference in representation between gallery and probe images, which does not exist in single modality face recognition. Some heterogeneous face recognition methods directly discriminate individuals using feature descriptors, e.g., linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [2] , [8] , [13] , and Chi-square distance [58] . Some researchers tried to find the common space for classification, e.g., canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [3] , [5] , [60] . In this paper, LDA and CCA are both used to evaluate the performance of heterogeneous face recognition.
The initial step involves learning subspace projection matrices W PCA_1 and W PCA_2 by principal component analysis (PCA) on VIS face vector set {X i 1 } i=1,...,N and TIR face vector set {X i 2 } i=1,...,N respectively to reduce the dimensionality of face feature vector to 1024. In LDA, the VIS samples
..,N are combined to learn projection W LDA and to maximize the ratio of the between-class scatter to the within class scatter [61] . Recognition is performed by using the nearest neighbor classifier with Euclidean distance. In CCA, the VIS samples [3] . The match score is evaluate by cosine similarity measure.
The scenario for the recognition test here is an identification setup. CVRL-X1 database consists of 82 individuals (2292 VIS/TIR pairs). The database is split into two parts. 48 individuals (1744 image pairs), who attended acquisition sessions at least 8 times, are used for training, and the remaining 34 individuals (548 image pairs) for testing. The visible faces are gallery and thermal infrared faces are the probe set.
Heterogeneous face recognition, which is combined different feature extraction (SIFT or LBP) with subspace learning (LDA or CCA), is performed. Rank-1 identification rate of different alignment methods is given in Fig. 14 . The results show that PCPLP, in which local feature is added, can greatly improve the recognition performance based on ICP alignment. PCPLP-ELP is slightly better than manual eye-localization. The recognition performance of manual eye-localization might be improved by more accurate coordinate of eye center in TIR face, but labeling eye center accurately in TIR faces is quite more difficult [12] than in VIS faces [62] because the pupil region of TIR is very blurry, shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 .
V. WEARING GLASSES PROBLEM
Wearing glasses is a common problem in thermal infrared imaging because the lens blocks thermal radiation. Kong et al. [32] proposed a eyeglasses detection method using Ellipse Fitting. Wang et al. [12] trained a SVM classifier to detect glasses using three features defined in horizontal projection curve. The loss of eye information will greatly mislead the edge-based alignment. Therefore, a glasses replacement method is proposed to align thermal infrared face with glasses.
A. GLASSES REPLACEMENT METHOD
The detailed steps in the glasses replacement method are: 1) Align the glass-wearing face with a glass-wearing template face by PCPLP-ELP. The glass-wearing template face is an average image of glass-wearing faces, shown in Fig. 15(a) . Fig.16(a) is an alignment example. Then the lens center of the template face is taken as the lens center of the glass-wearing face after aligning.
2) The region of the lens is found by seeded region growing (SRG) method [63] . The seed point is the center Fig. 15(a) . (b) Glasses is replaced by the eye image of the template face in Fig. 15(b) .
of lens. The threshold δ in SRG, which is a measure of the difference between neighboring candidate pixels and mean gray level of growing region, is set to 2σ , where σ is the standard deviation of pixel values in the growing region, since 95% of the values lie within two standard deviations in normal distribution.
3) The region of the lens is replaced by eye image of the template face without glasses, which is an average image of TIR faces shown in Fig. 15(b) . Fig.16(b) is a glasses replaced example.
B. ALIGNMENT RESULTS ON GLASSES
The experiment is carried out on 14 individuals with eyeglasses in IRIS face database since there is no glasses-wearing face in CVRL-X1. The average TIR face with eyeglasses is computed by 14 TIR faces with glasses. The average TIR face without glasses is computed by 30 TIR faces in IRIS-I. Average standard deviation of lens image in 14 TIR faces with glasses is 2.5. The bias of nose tip and mouth center is used to evaluate glass-wearing face alignment because it is hard to label the eye coordinates in TIR face with glasses. Table 5 shows the intra-class alignment results of 14 glasswearing individuals w/ and w/o glasses replacement using PCPLP-ELP. Glasses replacement method can greatly improve the performance of PCPLP-ELP on glass-wearing faces and obtains acceptable results.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper gives a novel heterogeneous face alignment approach based on edge images. The proposed algorithm is unsupervised and does not depend on eye centers, which are very difficult to be labeled in TIR face images. Edge local pattern feature is embedded in the distance of ICP algorithm and this makes the alignment of VIS/TIR edge faces really stable and accurate. The criteria of partial closest point selection make the algorithm more robust and faster. The experiments show that the result of PCPLP algorithm using ELP is close to that of manual eye-localization in the bias comparison of fiducial points. It can also work under variable expressions and illumination. Heterogeneous face recognition tests also show that PCPLP-ELP is comparable to manual eye-localization. The glasses in TIR images can be accurately detected by PCPLP-ELP using the average TIR face with glasses. Also, the glasses wearing problem is well solved by glasses replacement.
